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Abstract

Key elements in the evolution of Russia are the transition to democracy and a market-type

economy. The success of these two related processes depends on political stability to a

great extent. Unfortunately, in modern Russia we aze faced with a sharp political conflict.

Using data from public opinion surveys, cazried out in 1991-1993 years, the author analyses

the problem of populaz support to economic reforms, political alienation and the legitimacy

of democratic regime in Russia. Factorial structure of the collective public opinion is

presented too. Author comes to a conclusion that the deep ideological split in the Russian

society is shaped by confronting sets of values coexisting in a mass consciousness (a value

conflict) and that the current historical turn in the fate of Russia is strongly linked with the

replacement of the old socialist value-attitude system by a new one through a process of

emergence of a new social, political and economic order, with the turnover of generations

and rotation of the ruling elites.

Introduction

A key feature of the Russian transition to post-totalitazian society is an extremely deep

economic, social and political crisis. While its roots can be found in the mid-1980s and even

earlier, the process itself hit the stride in the beginning of the 1990s. This is not the place to

discuss the whole set of reasons that triggered the rapid transformation of the communist

system into something new. The main purpose of this article is to examine the correlation

between the current crisis and populaz support for the democratic political regime in modern

Russia. This issue is very important because the effectiveness and legitimacy of the

government aze two sides of the same coin [1]. The effect of an economic crisis is mediated
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through legitimacy, which seems a significant aspect of political stability insofar as the level

of popular support for the leadership is a crucial factor predicting the collapse or survival of

governments faced by crises. The years that have passed since the start of reforms (one

should also recall the unsuccessful "socialist perestroika") have not brought relief to Russia.

The gap between socia] expectations, hopes for better life and the trend of economic and

social changes taking place is rapidly increasing, thus enforcing frustration and dissatisfac-

tion and growing impatience with free-market reforms among the population.

The general characteristics of the current situation in Russia

The present process of transition to democracy and a free market economy in Russia

nowadays still is not finished. We can with no doubt speak about two periods of transform-

ation in Russia -- before and after the August 1991 coup. These periods drastically differ

one from another, first of all, by the following basic characteristic: in the first period

communists were in power and democratic and nationalist forces were in opposition, and in

the second period communists became one of the opposition wings. This change does not

entail a simple change of the ruling party within the same economic and political framework

but a radical change of the socio-political system as a whole -- the collapse of the more than

70 years old communist regime.

The proper interpretation of the August 1991 and September-October 1993 occurrences is

very important for the correct understanding of the essence of the current situation. From

my point of view it is a mistake to characterise the failure of the August coup as a popular

revolution such as those events which happened in Eastern-European countries in the late

1980s [2], as well as the October 1993 Moscow's bloodshed -- a popular revolt against

Yeltsin's regime.' To my mind the August 1991 break-out and the September-October 1993

upheaval were crucial points of a democratic counter-revolution, a process that had started

in the mid-1980s and was primarily covered under the so-called perestroika's (rebuilding of

socialism) slogans. The August victory of Yeltsin's democratic wing over the hard-line

communist coup d'etat could be named an non-violence anti-Communist (anti-totalitarian)

turnover. No doubt the anti-totalitarian orientation of the August democratic turnover has

been supported by the majority of the nation. The final elimination of the communist party's

total control over the life of Soviet society might be considered as the benefit of all nations

and this is a view of most of the people. It was a one more step towards the civil democratic
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society in the historical perspective. So, broadly speaking, that radical turn to freedom and
democracy was for the interest of the people of Russia.
The September-October 1993 events were the tragic resolution of the long-standing conflict

between President and parliament that had supported the August anti-Communist turnover.

Certainly, it was an anti-Soviet turnover. It was absolutely anti-constitutional action,

equal in this respect to the August 1991 hard-line Communist putsch. This turn-over was

made by President Yeltsin, who earlier himself stood against the coup for the peaceful

gradual development of transition towards democracy and a free market economy and for a

superiority of constitutional law. About one thousand people were killed and wounded in

fighting during October 3 and 4. This is a bloody cost of the upheaval. The nascent Russian

democracy was heavily damaged.

From theoretical point of view the liquidation of the soviets, the political institution of the

previous regime, should be considered as a very important episode of the above-mentioned

process of a radical switch of the socio-political system in this country. One could say that

the once political system ought to be reformed through to the logical final, because political

system is - on the one side - a consequence and - on the other side - vital condition of

success of economic reforms, aimed at free market development, strengthening of a plurality

of property forms. And an intention to produce fundamental changes in the sphere of

property relations exert decisive influence on political institutions and other elements of

political system. The basic achievement of post-perestroika's politics, from my viewpoint,

was the deletion of restrictions on private initiatives in spheres of trade and production that

ended in politically relevant changes in social and economic structures of the society.

Further development of economic pluralism in Russia was impossible without modernisation

of political system according a demand of time. However I can not justify the Yeltsin's dirty

farce in the fall of 1993. President Yeltsin is personally responsible for this wake of civil

war in the capital of Russia as well as Vice-president Alexander Rutskoi and Ruslan

Khasbulatov, head of the Supreme Soviet. I think that all three of them should be sitting in

one cell together, but, alas, only the last two were sent in jail.

I could not agree with the view, popular in Western media, that in the fall of 1993 the

challenge was to make Russia safe for democracy and to prevent the communist regime

restoration. Russian reforms could not be halted, and the country would never return back to

the past. Despite the involvement of some communist and national-patriotic formations in the

anti-Yeltsin's armed rebellion, I feel that may be it would be much more correct to describe
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the current Russian political conflict as a clash of interests of different elites' groups sharing

the former state and public property. Former ruling elites are still governing the country:

yesterday they held a communist party card, today all of them call themselves democrats.

So, I do not think that in the case of President -- the leadership of parliament dispute we are

actually faced with a deep ideologically based confrontation; for me it is just a clash of

cliques with slightly different views on paces and means of Russia's transition.

Unquestionably, in the fall of the 1991 the historical turn in modern Russian history has

happened, but this fact does not mean at all that everything in Russia fundamentally changed

in a moment. I agree with those onlookers who consider the current stage of Russian

transition as a turmoil (or as a revolution in the form of turmoil, when leaders and

movements may be irrelevant, while structural conditions -- as those forces producing chaos

despite leaders' intentions and mass inclinations -- arguably increase in explanatory

relevance; if revolution is a type of turmoil, then semantically related concepts are break-

down, anarchy, chaos and riot [3]).

During the two years 1992-1993 the relationships between federal and regional authorities

have also a conflict character due to the poorly developed juridical base of the center-

province relations. Many provincials' leaders supported the parliament in its struggle with

Yeltsin. In contemporary Russia there is a unique situation in which the old administrative

and political systems have been partly destroyed, and the creation of the new ones has not

been finished yet. Soon after troops loyal to president crushed the White House rebellion

under a hail of bullets and shelis, Boris Yeltsin has dismissed almost regional and local

soviets, sacked the disobedient governors, introduced the censorship of the media, ba~ed

some newspapers, TV show, political organisations and parties that supported the parlia-

ment. Observers doubt that under such circumstances the December 12, 1993, poll could be

named a fair first multi-party election in post-communist Russia.

At the date of writing, soon after the October storming of the White House, I doubt that the

success of the anti-Soviet turnover will lead to the overcoming of the permanent crisis of

power in Russia. Ultimately, the main threat to Russia's democracy lies with Yeltsin himself

and his closest aides. December elections offer some hope that a newly elected parliament

would have greater legitimacy than the old one. Meanwhile Yeltsin has set a precedent that

an elected legislature can be sent packing, unconstitutionally and at gunpoint, because it

rejects the president's program. No matter that in the near future Russians probably will be

able to ascertain whether they get the parliament that is strong enough keeping the govern-
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ment from conducting an ineffective economic policy. Tfiere is no need for self~elusion - in

future President may be tempted to resolve the next Russian political gridlock with similar

firepower.

It has frequently been argued as a general law that the more developed a state institutions'

structure and the more pluralistic society and array of interest groups -- the easier it will be

to constrain authoritarianism and to produce the intergroup competition necessary to sustain

a liberal democratic system. At the core of such a system, it is further argued, there will be

a range of political parties providing for participation. This is true for modern Russia too.

Our political system is now transforming from a one-party monopoly to a multi-party one

and this process is not completed yet. This could be named as one of the fundamental causes

of current political conflict (speaking broadly in theoretical terms, the deeper cause is a

weakness of a nascent civil and political society in today's Russia, including the weakness

of a multi-party system as one of its ingredients).

1fie political opposition to a new political regime has been already formed and pro-govern-

ment actors have become active too. However I cannot state that participation through a

party became a"natural" expression of interest of different classes and strata of Russian

society. All now existing Russian political parties are very weak and small in number, and

the political affiliation picture did not change drastically in comparison with the period

before the August 1991 putsch. Some scholars insist that most of the new Russian parties are

still young "proto-parties" or "parliamentarian", or "Moscow-ranged" parties without broad

bases in regions.Z They are fairly correct. Russian parties' leaderships have been very

active during last the two years of post-Communist development, in 1992 and 1993 both the

communist and national-patriotic opposition and pro-government formations took out their

adherents in the streets and the squares of the capital, but I still can say that the role of most

of the political parties in the contemporary Russian political life is like the ghost in Hamlet:

on the periphery of the action, but the play cannot do without it.

The administration has succeeded controlling the situation in the country in spite of the

expected (which in reality has not taken place) sharp social reaction on "shock therapy"

measures, i.e. it has managed to localise separate labour disputes and not to permit them to

overgrow into large-scale conflicts. The visible animation of trade, especially in the streets

in wlgar form and in the private sector, with enormously high prices, should be put down

to positive results of Yeltsin's government activity also. 1fie problem of shortages, especial-

ly in food products, no longer exists in large cities.
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However, problems abound. Today in Russia we face some very hard and complicated tasks

that have to be carried out simultaneously. Here are the most important of them:

- economic and financial stabilisation, i.e. exit from the deepest economic crisis via

realisation of the radical reforms aiming at transition to a market type economy;

- political stabilisation and constitutional reform, i.e. creation of a new federal state by

setting up a new kind of relations among the territorial units of the Russian Feder-

ation;

- social, ideological and psychological transformation, i.e. the changes of a value-

attitude system, life and political orientations, according to the demands of modern

economic reality and changed social structure;

- further development of relationship with members of the Commonwealth of Indepen-

dent States (CIS) and other former Soviet republics, etc.

The governmental and independent experts are united in the opinion that slump of produc-

tion and growth of unemployment, sharp deterioration of living standards of a majority of

the population will not be halted in the foreseeable future. The Number One Danger is

hyper-inflation.

The public concern over most urgent problems is not unfounded. The Table 1 indicates that

the overwhelming majority of Russian population (4I5) in 1993 have very serious concerns

over the prices they would have to pay for goods. About two-thirds expressed a concern

about the growth of criminality. Negative assessments of the overall national economy were

also expressed by a significant share of respondents (2I5). And therefore we have no reasons

to expect the smoothing of social and political tension while stabilisation in the economy is

achieved.

A split society

To say that modern Russian society is divided is to say a trivial thing because all societies

except the primitive are divided. We shall not discuss in this article the process of

transformation of the social structure of a totalitarian society into something new, because

the focus of our attention is the economic changes and Yeltsin's politics' reflection in mass

consciousness and public opinion. Not all issues become part of the public agenda. It is a

well-known fact. Indeed, the numbers of issues that are personally important to an individual
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but are never slated for public attention far outnumber those that eventually enter the public

domain. Aspects of public opinion that are particularly important in our analysis include

following: a) attitudes concerning economic issues and arrangements, that form the

fundamental basis for evaluations of the reforms' politics make by the general public; b)

attitudes concerning achievements and faults of reforming; c) the extent of support for

government (as an indicator of efficiency of governmental politics) and for incumbent

political leaders. For us the most important thing is the state of collective public opinion:

what proportion of the whole public favour one policy or another, and r nds of collective

opinions: what is differ from the past and what is coming in the future. Any defects of

individual citizens' opinions and any problems with measuring individuals' attitudes tend to

be eliminated in a large degree when expressed opinions are added up and averaged the

whole population.

Encouraging changes in the political system, unfortunately, coincided with a serious lagging

behind of the economy, with the insufficient resources for social needs and with the

encompassing development of destructive processes. Sociological surveys demonstrate a high

degree of frustration and dissatisfaction of the majority of people strongly correlated with the

worsening of the standard of life (according to polls' data now about 65-70~0 of the

population have incomes equal or below the official level of poverty). The decile coe~cient

of differentiation of personal incomes in Russia has increased from 3-3.5 in 1989-1990 to

5.5-6.5 in 1993 (there is a range of evaluations made by different scholars due to unreliable

official statistical data). At present personal incomes are highest amongst representatives of

non-state economy, whose incomes are several times higher than in state enterprises, in

education, medicine and science. Most of Russians negatively characterise the overall

dynamics of their financial and material well-being linking it with the slump in economy.

The majority of people believe that their wages and incomes will continue to lag behind

skyrocketing price increase in the next years too'. The increase of income inequality is

considered an important consequence of economic reform.

The drop in real income levels brought about by galloping inflation has not shifted the

overall balance of evaluations and mood of Russians to a significant extent. The radical

reformation of the economy begun by the government in 1992 has so far not produced

significant changes in the collective public opinion towards reforms initiated by Gorbachev

and followed by Yeltsin's team (Table 2). The proportion of supporters of reforms looks like
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the percentage of population that expressed preferences regarding a free-market economic

system ('Table 3). Thus we can conclude that a split of Russian society has an ideological

nature, and the collective opinion of Russian public regarding transition from one-party state

and a state-run economy to pluralistic democracy and mixed economy is generally stable.

The proportions of support and opposition to reforms were and are about equal (the share of

respondents favoured the market-type economy is now a bit bigger). The decline of number

of people with uncertain views is a direct consequence of achievements and faults of

reformers during last two years.

Table 2 and 3 about here

Now let us consider the picture of views regarding the basic elements of Yeltsin's economic

reforms: private ownership, privatisation and liberalisation of prices. Support for the

development of private entrepreneurship is reached in summer 1993 about 55 ~o overall the

sample compare with 43~ in December 1990 (Table 3). It is a remarkable shift. This

indicates the influence of governmental propaganda on mass consciousness more than of real

changes in the state of things. It could not be estimated as an impact of practical effects

directed to creation of the new economic and political conditions, because the major part of

citizens considered an actual situation in Russia as 'quite unfavourable' or 'not too favoura-

ble' for development of the private business (Table 4).

Table 4 about here

Popular support to the idea of development of a mixed economy with a large segment of

private business is not transferred automatically into positive attitudes to the means of

creation of such economic system, first of all, to the privatisation politics. The large number

of citizens expressed negative andlor ambivalent attitude to idea of privatisation of state-

owned firms, state and public land and explicated similar evaluations of the practice of

privatisation politics' implementation (Table 3 and 4). Many people have a vague idea about

the gains of privatisation for themselves. The idea of large scale private ownership have not

big popular support till now, due to a widespread view that a result of so-called 'popular

privatisation' the major part of former state-owned enterprises will be a concentration of

once public property in hands of a small number of rich people and not in hands of the
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broad masses of working people as it is being officially declared (please, keep in mind, that

before 1992 azound 95~0 of enterprises in Russia was a state property and people used to

such situation). In the opinion of a large number of employees privatisation could (or

should) lead to an increasing of possibility of losing the job, to unemployment. Those who

are working at joint stock companies considered the main gain of privatisation in a salary

increase.

Most of Russians reject the "shock therapy" (liberalisation of prices) politics and stands for a

state price control (Table 5 and 6). The attitude to price rising fell sharply amongst poor

educated and low income groups and elder people. Dissatisfaction with the "shock therapy'

politics is also widespread amongst higher educated professional engaged in ihe state sector.

More and more people vote for gradual transition to market and are not in favour of prompt

reforms. Despite the absence of visible positive results of economic transformation, Russians

still expect that the cost of the transition to market will not be enormous. I must note that

such state of collective public opinion has a very important political meaning. These kind

data are used by critics of Gaidar-Yeltsin's anti-crisis politics as a main sociological

argument.

Table 5 and 6 about here

I should mark that data of our survey demonstrate a huge gap between opinions of a bulk of

social, gender, age and occupation groups and businessmen's opinion regarding the state

regulation of prices, state intervention in economy and private life, problem of fair income

distribution and governmental social guarantees (Table 6). This difference is understandable

and needs no special comments. Business people are the only social group win of the

liberalisation of prices and accept liberal and free-market values. The highest income is

received by private entrepreneurs (including business people laundering money illegally

made by dealers of shadowside economy). The strong support for governmental social

guazantees is a typical trait of mass consciousness of Soviets, based on traditional Russian

preference to egalitarian norms and collectivist values. This attachment could not change in a

short time due to the great inertia of mass consciousness. Polls register that the noticeable

enrichment of some occupational groups and impoverishment of the others have actualised in

public consciousness the problem of social justice. Watchful and even hostile attitude to

those who, under new conditions, earn much more than the rest is spread among fairly large
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part of population.

And finally, let us consider evaluations of reforms' implementation as an indicator of a

general public attitude concerning achievements and faults of reformers' activity. Despite the

'shock' jump of prices and high rates of inflation, about 69'0 of population agreed with the

statement that the economic reform is carried out properly (Table 7). The share of those

who st,ands firmly against such changes in the economic system is three times more (199b).

Thirty-seven percent think that the reform needs amendments, 20 percent share the view that

the reform should be carried out differently in principle. Thus, the practice of the economic

reform implementation is met by population very critically. And at the same the majority of

nation is confident that reforms should go on. The restoration of the administrative-command

economy is a pure superficial dream of deeply frustrated peaple.

Table 7 about here

I can't completely agree with the widespread view that the Russian public's attitude towards

economics reforms basically depends on personal income level and the stability of their

income[4]. Certainly, the individual's income level and perception of job security are very

important variables and the strongest proponents of market reforms are those who already

get some benefit from new economic realities. But the shaze of such people is still very

small. Most of those who favour reforms have no benefits of the Yeltsin-Gaidaz's economic

experiment.

I am sure that concurrently the fundamental barriers dividing the different fractions of the

Russian public regazding attitude towazds transition to a free mazket are still persisting in the

sphere of ideology, depending on the political attitudes and perceptions of changing socio-

economic conditions of life of much more than the individual's socio-demographic, class,

status and income attributes. This is a particulaz trait of Russian society's consciousness in

the modern stage of traz~sition. According to our findings from the studies cazried out in

1989-1993, individuals' attitude towards transition to free-market economy is correlated with

individual's preferences regarding democracy. Those citizens who embrace liberal and

democratic values are demonstrating a higher degree of support for mazket reforms

irrespective of individuals' financial well-being. Economic attitudes aze shaped by how

individuals link the current economic conditions with the communists' economic heritage and

mistakes and advantages of reformers' politics. The degree of popular support to free-
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market reform and positive attitude to various ingredients of such policy differs markedly

due to type of settlements and among regions according to the degree of urbanisation of the

population and local advantages of reforms' implementation as well. There are also the age

cohort, gender and educational groups' differences that don't change the general conclusion.

We'll show that preferences for democracy and for free-market economy are mutually

correlated because both are shaped by the same set of latent fundamental values in the next

section.

Assessment of political aspect of transformation is related with personal perceptions of

financial well-being, trends of overall economic situation development, individual's political

views and inclinations. Positive evaluations of the course of transition are concentrated in the

younger age cohorts, among better educated people with liberal ideological attachments, and

in the economically more active groups of the population, especially those whose orienta-

tions towards independent activity has been strengthened by real success, improved living

standards, and the satisfaction of the course of governmental politics maintaining the private

business development.

It is a well-known assumption that broad popular support for the newly emerged political

regime is critical for its functioning and maintenance. This general statement is true for

democratic Russia too (some authors defined legitimacy as the popular beliefs and support

for the authorities, the regime, i.e. existing political institutions, laws, and the political

community [5],[6]). A significant decline in regime support, according to the theories of

social changes, might eventually evoke a challenge to the basic constitutional arrangements

or the institutions and procedures of government. And we are presently being faced with this

case. In order to get a more or less complete picture of popular support to the regime I'll

very briefly overview the dynamics of opinion during the years 1992-1993.

The results of the opinion polls showefl that during all the post-Communist period the

highest legislative bodies, the Congress of Peoples Deputies and the Supreme Soviet, as well

as local bodies of the representative democracy system, were persistently losing popular

support (Table 8). Analysts in summer 1993 have concluded that the supreme representative

organs of power, keeping legitimacy de jure, have lost mass confidence, and that, under this

conditions, a high probability of forceful resolution of the conflict between executive and

legislative branches of power. They took in account that according data of July 1993 poll,

almost the fourth part of population agreed with the statement, "the only way out of the

crisis situation is by establishing a hard dictatorship in Russia". With no doubt there existed
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a powerful, unarticulated desire for some sort of order as a reaction to the chaos and

deepening weakness of authorities. Answering to the question "In your opinion, who is able

to establish a strict order, dictatorship in the country?", 13.53ó named Boris Yeltsin and

government, 6,746 - Ruslan Khasbulatov and Supreme Soviet, 19.49b - the military, 10.1 ~o -

communist forces, 6.5 9b - national-patriotic forces, 3.9 ~o - democratic forces, 22,3 9'0 of

respondents were sure that there were no any forces able to establish such order, the rest

hesitated to give a response [6]. The September-October Yeltsin's turn~ver has tested who

was right in his prediction.

Table 8 about here

The confidence of the population in the highest leadership of the state and legislative bodies

is to a considerable degree defined by effectiveness of internal and external politics and by

fittings of current economic reforms to social expectations. It is a well-known thesis.

Appazently Russia's citizens should not blame the present government that in two years it

could not remove the fundamental reasons causing the country plunge into a deep crisis. It

has not been done during previous six years of so-called perestroika. These reasons continue

to act today too. However, new alarming tendencies and destructive processes, which are

the immediate consequence of governmental and pazliamentarian activity, have appeared.

And this is a fact too.

Data from Table 8 shows that the populazity of the government leadership was fairly small

too. Legal system and militia, the significant state institutions, aze functioning ineffectively,

and lost people's confidence to a large extent. Russians aze sure that nowadays we aze as faz

from the lawful state as before the Gorbachev's reforms. Relatively higher levels of

legitimacy have church, army and security service, the "forth power" and the president. The

last is still a charismatic figure for a fairly big number of Russians.

I must say that although over the whole of 1992 and the first 9 months of 1993 President

Boris Yeltsin retained his position as the most populaz leader, his rating and degree of

support steadily declined. His main opponents and former allies in the battle against the

August coup, Ruslan Khasbulatov, the speaker of parliament, and Alexander Rutskoi, vice-

president of Russia, who in the beginning of 1992 had excellent scores, in the first half of

1993 consistently had extremely low ratings. More than half of the Russians according to

polls' data did not expect that these leaders' activities could help to overcome the crisis in
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Russia (while an opposite opinion was expressed by 4-S~o of the respondents).
Speaking about the dynamics of the assessments of the political situation in 1993, I cannot

avoid the results of the first Russian national referendum conducted on the 25 of April. The

referendum showed that proportions of the Russians who supported and who opposed

Yeltsin's politics were about equal. We should count in our analysis also 35.S~o of voters

who did not come to the stations. It means that about 2I5 of Russian people are indifferent

to politics or do not trust that they can influence on policy-makers, keeping in mind how

politicians ignored the demand of the February 1991 all-Union referendum to safeguard the

integrity of the USSR.

The results of the April Referendum and the development of debates on the draft of the new

constitution later in this summer have raised the question of an ahead-of-time simultaneous

election of the representative organs of power and the president. Among the possible runners

for the presidency, the leading positions were held by Yeltsin and Rutskoi. According to a

data of the Russian Centre for Public Opinion Research (VCIOM) poll carried out in May

1993, 27~0 of the people think that President Yeltsin is capable of leading the country out of

its present crisis, and nearly the same percentage of the population, namely 28~0, does not

share this opinion. The ratio of supporters of Yeltsin and Rutskoi was about 3:2. Yeltsin

does not want to enter the elections together with the legislators. Tactically during the days

of the September 1993 crisis he agreed to set new presidential elections for June 1994. Soon

after the bloody oppression of parliamentarian resistance, in November 1993, Yeltsin denied

this obligation.

Briefly about prehistory of the September-October drama. At the 7th Congress of the

Peoples Deputies in the fall of 1992, Boris Yeltsin for the first time faced the strong and

organised parliamentarian opposition to him personally and his closest co-partners (Burbulis,

Gaidar) and not to the general idea of the course of economic reforms as some of the

president's allies liked to say. President Yeltsin's team linked their destiny with a concep-

tion of prompt and radical changes. Their promises and plans do not fulfil in earlier

announced time and scale. On many issues they took the extreme position. All that has as a

natural consequence an alienation of rather a large part of pragmatic politicians, business-

men, scientists and intellectuals from the ruling team, and a struggle for replacement of

President's team or for dismissal from power of the President himself. At the 8th Congress

in March 1993 the parliamentarian opposition made an unsuccessful attempt to start a

process of impeachment of President Yeltsin. Also during that dramatic Congress Yeltsin
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himself tried to organise a theatre-like turn-over as a reaction on the parliamentarian's action

but the key forceful ministers had not supported him. In this context the idea of the popular

referendum on April 11, 1993, had a double sounding. The referendum was not a simple

test of the popular confidence in the President. It was a part of a more complicated political

game. The President's team tried to use the results of voting as an argument for the total

revision of the entire system of the representative democracy bodies by changing the

Constitution of Russia.

It is not necessary to retell the entire story from here. 77iere were two opposite views on the

new Constitution. Yeltsin's opponents preferred a"legislative republic" with a weaker

presidency. Yeltsin's supporters wanted to create a state which they called a"presidential

republic" with a strong executive power and a two-chamber professional parliament (this

variant of the new Constitution was subjected to the national voting on 12 December,

1993.). This confrontation has resulted in a so-called "constitutional crisis". Yeltsin's aides

have predicted that their foes will put the question of impeachment on the agenda of the

October 1993 Congress. President's team considered the results of the April referendum as

their very fragile victory and started an offensive to the opposition in September banning the

law'. They enforced the army to loss the neutrality and to intervene into an operation on the

president side. (By the way I have to mark that President now is more depended on the

military loyalty than before the military intervention into politics). Unfortunately, compro-

mise as a method of conflict resolution is not habitual for Russians who are more used to

fighting for an absolute victory.

The October 3 and 4, 1993, bloodshed in Moscow is a national tragedy and disgrace, a

further genuinely turning point in the modern Russian political history. In 7iie Moscow

Tmes October 6 editorial one could read about the October occurrences that "this was not a

civil war; it was an armed revolt by a tiny minority of the population -- 10.000 of Moscow's

9 million residents, or just over one-tenth of 1 percent, took part". I agree that it was not a

full-scale civil war but whose who died defending the White House were confident that they

were defending the democracy. I cannot accept arguments based on a speculation with the

sorry figures: ten thousands ordinary citizens engaged in rallies and violence, about one

thousand of killed and injured is not a lesser part for me. Political figures are not the

demographic ones. Actions sound louder than words. The proportions of popular support

and opposition towards different wings of power and the President's politics, registered in

the spring and summer, has not changed by this autumn. That is why, from my view, the
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answer to the question why most of Russians were passively watching the end of the battle

between President and parliament could be partly found, from my viewpoint, in the above

reported picture of popular beliefs and support of the leaders and institutions. The rift

between the president and dissolved parliament runs through society, and in the coming

months of 1994 it is likely to grow deeper rather than heal

The factorial structure of the Russian collective public opinion

Principal component analysis was commonly used to obtain a synthetic description of all

public perceptions and preferences regarding the economic, political and cultural issues.

Applying the principle component method to the data of mail surveys of the adult urban

population of Russia carried out in the spring of the 1990-1993 years, I have found the basic

dimensions of the Russian public opinion regarding the themes connected with the transition

to a free market economics and democracy and current politics' issues. An examination of

the factor matrices (which, for the reason of space, are not given here) revealed the presence

of factors more or less similar in all samples.

The analysis presented below in this section based on the data of our last 1993 study. In

these calculations we used 31 variables and did not use the rotation of components.

Considering the eigenvalues, we decided to stay with the first two principle components as

the most distinctive and covering the large share of the total variance (Fig.2).

The first principal component was interpreted as "ideological". It is defined by variables

with a clear political meaning. This component corresponds to the dimension contrasting

'traditional' political views to 'modern' ones: traditional for soviet mass consciousness

individual's ideological attachments, that labelled now as 'conservative', pro-Communist,

pro-socialist, are opposed to newly emerged ones, identified as liberal, anti-Communist,

democratic and free-market political orientations. One could say also the preferences to

society's 'stability' are contrasted with the favour to society's 'modification'.

Opinion poll results given by mass media usually greatly depend on the way in which

questions and responses are formulated. They also depend on specific traits of a social and

political situation and, more generally, on a climate of opinion at the period of survey.

Fortunately, our surveys offer the advantage of having been conducteti regularly since 1989

using questionnaires which are, by and large, identical. The ideological factor appears to be

quite constant across all the studies. The ideological polarisation of our society dominantly
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induces and shapes the split in views regarding the most debatable issues (even to those that

looked at the first sight very far from politics like attitude to further construction of the

nuclear power stations).

The second component was tentatively labelled as "psychological", but I am not sure that

describing this dimension by this label I am using a precise word. Its interpretation depends

on what kind of indicators is included into a list of variables to a fairly big extend. In our

1990-1991 studies we found that this factor shaped so-called individuals' "pocket-book

consideration" or "perception of personal well-being". In our last 1993 study, reducing an

economic subset of vaziables, we've specially included in the list of variables some

indicators, measuring the attitude regarding the relationship with the former Soviet republics

and the cases of deteriorating of civil rights of Russian-speaking people in the some of these

states due to a political bell of these issues, (we knew that the Russians' attitudes regarding

economic issues are strongly correlated with their attitudes towards political ones). Summer-

ing our findings, I can say the second principal component seems to characterise the

dimension opposing: (a) the ultimate degrees of an individual's emotional evaluation of

personal well-being and hislher perception of an overall economic situation's trend (from

'frustration' to 'hopefulness', from 'dissatisfaction' to 'toleration' and 'accommodation'), (b)

instrumental decisions that citizens make regazding economic policies based on their

assessment of past and future conditions (attitudes to different types of protest actions), (c)

traditional and non-traditional views concerning the internal and external politics of the

Russian government, particulazly. the perspective of using of the Russian armed forces in an

ethnic and civil-waz like conflicts' resolution in the former Soviet republics and inside the

Russian Federation, the relationship with the Western countries and former allies, etc.

Using the interpretation frame suggested by French scholaz J-P. Pages [8], one can say this

component contrasts "dramatisation' as a way of acceptance of the development of a state of

things to 'compromise' with the reality. In all our studies the second factor shapes an

acceptance of different parts of population of certain basic premises of a new emerged

reality in economics, politics and changed Russia's behaviour in the international affairs.

Figure 2 about here

Using the factor (component) scores calculated for each particular group of respondents, let
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us consider very briefly a spatial distribution of some social, occupational, income gender

and age groups on the first principle components plane. Each component or axis divides the

plane into two semi-planes, that differ from each other by the degrees of expression of the

latent factor's qualities.

The bulk of the elder generation belongs to a segment of population is located on the right-

hand part of the plain.This could be considered as a visible indication of their attachment to

the traditional Soviet values and attitudes. Most of the younger generation, on the contrary,

is supporting reforms based on liberal and radical democratic views and values; these age

groups can be found on the lefl-hand semi-plane. The middle aged groups are usually

located on the left-hand part of the plane too. Their attitude to reforms seems, look like

pragmatic one, they are supporting politicians standing for more weighted and gradual

vaziant of transition with a minimal social cost and maximal benefits. Most of such people

could be chazacterised by a popular Russian saying: "they want to live in a society as

affluent as that under capitalism but at the same time - to work in the old socialist manner as

if nothing has changed".

Figure 3 about here.

Gender groups and groups with different income, occupational and educational status, liberal

and conservative inclinations, attitudes towazds democratic institutions and a free-market

economy, which partly have been described in the previous section, aze distributed along the

second and the first axis as well (Fig.4-9). It is a reflection of the very fact that views

regarding the transition to a free market economy and democratic institutions depend on

perceptions of the current state of personal financial well-being and evaluations about the

future economic development in a company with the ideological attachments.

Figures 4-9 about here

Table 9 and 10 about here

Our country is irreversibly and rapidly changing. Popular support to the prolongation of

reforms is connected with the individual's and society's expectations of changes, based
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basically on a rejection of the totalitarian past and unpleasant present economic conditions

and partly on an acceptation of liberal and free-market values. In Table 9 we faced with the

familiar picture: the proportion of those who disagree with the statement, "Yeltsin is awfully

hurrying on with reforms", seems to be a like the share of perestroika's supporters (see

Table 2). Unsurprisingly, the groups with different expectations for future ('Table 10) as well

as groups with different attitude towards reforms are located in opposite parts of the plane

(Fig.10-11).

Figures 10-11 about here

If one wants to analyze the constellation of places of location of supporters of different

political actors on the factorial plane, then one will recognise that those who are eager to

vote for parties and movements with a democratic orientation are among people with

attachments to liberal values (the left-hand part of plane); those who are ready to vote for

ex-communist, socialist, populist, nationalist-patriotic political formations are among those

who stand on traditional views and values (the right-hand part of the plane). It may be said

that the spatial configuration of the constellation of groups favouring opposite political actors

is documentation of the deep ideological split in the Russian society (Fig.12).

Figure 12 about here

Analyzing our finding, we marked the significant difference of views, regarding a large

variety of items, displayed by residents of large cities and urban villagers. The impact of

social environment (a degree of urbanisation of a given type of settlement) on a respondent's

position become visual on Fig.13. The visual representation of positions of the different

communities' groups could help us to create a correct and more developed explanation of

the mentioned differences.

Figure 13 about here.

Factorial model of the collective public opinion is a tool that allowed us to visualise and

interprete a split of opinion on issues regarding the future and the past of the country,
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international relations, the military intervention into politics and so on (Fig.14 and 15 should

be considered as examples).

Figures 14 and 15 about here

One could try to associate upper and low semi-planes (a division based on the second
principal component) with certain types of behaviour. For instance, we found that the

groups of respondents, who had reported about their eagerness to participate in protest

actions, are located on left part of the low semi-plane (Fig.16).

Figure 16 about here

The axes taken together divide the plane into four quadrants, and one could make an attempt

to identify the fundamenta] undercover values associated with each quadrant. These subsets

of values forms registered in a survey individual's attachments and attitudes towards the

changes in the economic and political domains. One could conclude that the ideological split

of the Russian society (and the structure of the collective public opinion too) constituted by

following subsets of values coexisting in a mass consciousness: a complex of "socialist",

"collectivist" values, that were dominant in the former Soviet society; on the right-hand

semi-plane we've found the elements that were characteristic for conservative and even

authoritarian types of consciousness also. There is a complex of values that is opposite to the

first mentioned -- the set of 'liberal','democratic',' free-market', 'individualistic' values that

are more similar to western-type societies' culture (the left-hand simi-plane). There are also

values-attitudes' sets that we've occasionally interpreted as a complex of 'pragmatic'

predispositions, and as a'modernist' one.

I can't say now that we have found the absolutely complete and correct explanation frame

for the observed split of the Russian collective opinion. However, I think that we get visible

confirmation of the hypothesis that various social, income, age and educational groups are

holding just different sets of values and therefore have different evaluations and attitudes

towards the changes and governmental politics. This difference will smoothen out but not

disappear in foreseeable future. I feel that we can state that the diversity of individuals'

views on the current socio-political transformation of Russia is constituted by unique latent

structure that is a relatively stable and universal system. In other words, the split of the
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Russian collective public opinion is not a tentative reflection of a particular state of social

and political situation in Russia of the given year, but evidence of a deep rooted value

conflict.

Conclusion and discussion

Some analysts are sure that the most important question that has risen in the current Russian

context is that of democracy versus stability (they seek historical analogies such as the

Weimar Republic in Germany and the French Fourth Republic). The term "instability" in

this kind of analysis has been associated with weak economics and state structures, frag-

mented multi-party pazliaments and unstable, powerless governments, and "stability", on the

contrary, with authoritazian regimes and the citizens that aze alienated from politics. One

can, of course, expect a deepening of mass political estrangement and apathy, a loss of

confidence in democratic institutions. This could lead to a short-term support of Yeltsin's

authoritarianism based on nationalist populism, but, to my mind, this alternative to a further

long-term development of the political situation in Russia is a sort of political nightmare.

One could azgue that the thearies of social changes state that, if left unchecked, an enduring

lack of popular support to the government may endanger ties to the political community and

eventually lead to civil war, chaos or even restoration of the previous regime.

I have a more optimistic view. I azn sure that there aze no reasons for greatly exaggerating

the possibility of large-scale social disturbances in a modern trace of occurrences. I feel

there is no real danger of a lazge-scale civil war in my country.

In this azticle I hope to have made clear that the current historical turn in the fate of Russia

is strongly linked with the replacement of the old socialist value-attitude system by a liberal

or another kind of democratic pattern through a process of emergence of a new social,

political and economic order, with the turnover of generations and rotation of the ruling

elites.

The nascent ideological value system is a basis for a new, legitimate democratic Russian

government. It is certainly true that in the former Soviet socialist society gulf existed

between the rulers and the ruled - governing working mass -- and that it has remained

unabridged in spite of the all communist leadership's declarations. In his eazly papers Marx

recognised that replacement of private by collective ownership would not necessary lessen

the alienation of the working class. By "alienation" I mean exactly what the dictionary says.
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(It was a mistake to suppose the alienation under socialism has been eliminated. For a long

time, however, this false viewpoint was an ideological dogma dominating the soviet

sociological and political sciences.) In fact, the transition to capitalist social structure, started

during the final period of Gorbachev's perestroika of socialism after the overthrow of

communist regime, has accelerated greatly. The list of the rulers is rapidly changing. The

degree of alienation from power and property of the working mass is becoming increasingly

high in spite of the declarations about the popular character of privatisation carried out by

Yeltsin's administration. We, of course, could not say that the formation of a new social

stratification system is already fulfilled. We cannot yet speak about actual existence of the

Russian "middle class". But we could confirm the appearance of a bourgeoisie, formed by

both former 'shadow economy' activists (former criminals) and black market second hand

dealers or actual criminals, washing money in the dark waters on Yeltsin's edicts regulating

activity in the sphere of distribution and trade, entrepreneurs that originally belonged to the

nomenclature, etc.

Evidently the politics that Yeltsin's ruling clique evolved to combat the apparent trends

towards a wage-cost inflation might bring the two sides of the nation into sharp confronta-

tion. And a democratic Russia of the 21th century could be a classically split society

exploited by the two opposing interests each motivated solely by an acquisitive instinct. This

will be an ultimate answer on the question 'who and what the fall-91 break-out and the fall-

93 turnover were for'.`

Notes

1. I agree with Marcia A.Weigle, an American scholar from the University of Notre

Dame and the Hoover Institute, who wrote:"... the diverse democratic camp could

only wait in anticipation, for it had neither the resources nor a clear social mandate

to overturn the communist regime. Only the hard-liners themselves could initiate the

revolution, and that they did in a rather sorry way in the three days in August during

their awkward attempt to turn back the clock of the glory days of strong-arm rule.

While it is a mistake to characterise the failure of the August coup as a popular

democratic revolution, democratic forces were prepared to wrest control from the

coup initiators. The independent press mobilised its efforts to get information out to

the country and the world, Yeltsin and his supporters had a program of action at the
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ready as they defended the parliament from army tanks, and chastising citizens

successfully persuaded the soldíers that they were fighting for the wrong side. The

charisma of popularly-elected Yeltsin, as he mobilised the defensive and publicly

humiliated a reticent Gorbachev in the coup's aftermath, was in large part respon-

sible for the victories of the democratic forces of a now-sovereign Russia." [1,p.34-

35) .

2. Nowadays the number of different socio-political organisations in Russia has reached

several thousands: all-Russian and local political parties, movements, associations,

groups, etc. Of course they differ greatly in the number of participants and sphere of

activity. The number of inembers of most of them is very small, and the majority of

such groupings operates just inside a city or a region. Though the number of

political formations is considerable, only about twenty or twenty-five political parties

and social movements may be considered as functioning actively in the Russian

Federation range. Taking into consideration the eclecticism of the ideological basis

of many parties and the constantly changing political behaviour of its leaders, we can

consider the principle of parties and movements catering for certain values as a basis

for classification. Using this basis I'll mark out the following political forces of the

Russian Federation: a) parties and movements of a liberal-democratic orientation; b)

political forces, catered for defence of interests of certain groups (entrepreneurs, for

instance); c) parties and movements of a national-patriotic direction (National

Salvation Front, National Unity Party of Russia, O~cer's Union Civic Club, Union

of Civic and Legal Protection of Servicemen and their Families ("Shchit") were

banned after the October 1993 battle and will not take part in the first multi-party

elections); d) political forces of socialist and communist orientation (some of these

formations - Communist Workers' Party of Russia, Communist Youth Union of

Russia, United Front of Workers, Workers' Russia Movement, etc.- were prohibited

in October 1993 for active participation in anti-Yeltsin activities and will not

participate in elections). Russian Justice Ministry has registered 93 formations that

could, generally speaking, participate in federal elections. Twenty one organisation

asked for the permition to start a campaign but only 13 of them got a green light.

Studies permanently conducted by some Institutes of the Russian Academy of

Sciences and poll centres (such as the Institute of Socio-Political Research, the

Institute of State and Law, the Institute of Sociology, the Russian Centre for Public
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Opinion Research (VCIOM), etc.) showed that still less than one percent of the adult

citizens of Russia named themselves as party members or active supporters for all

political parties taken together and, moreover, the majority of Russians do not

consider themselves as partisans of any party. Russian citizens are poorly informed

about programmes and goals of parties and social movements. A lot of them do not

know names of new parties and movements -- and we say without exaggeration that

many respondents learned the very fact of these parties' existence from the question-

naire or from the interviewer.

Comparing the data of the time-serial surveys one can say that the once negative

attitude towards the Communist Party of the USSR that spread amongst the majority

of voters by 1990-1991 had transmitted in 1992-1993 to other parties and move-

ments, that there is no strong support to any one. Data demonstrated that there was

no political organisation or block of parties that could be called a dominantly

supportable one. Therefore the new emerged blocks are fragile and tactic ones.

I must say that polls' data and observations about the public mood also demonstrate

the alarming tendency of the growth of political apathy among a significant number

of voters. Comparison the number of people taken part in voting in 1989, 1990,

1991, 1993 showed the decline of activity of the voters: if in the 1989 election

campaign about 9090 of the population of Russia took part, then in 1991 - 74 Rr;

and in the April 1993 referendum - 64 !.

3. Russian economist and demographer N.Rimashevskaya, director of the Institute of

social-economic problems of the population of the Russian Academy of Sciences,

said in the interview published in a popular weekly newspaper Argumenti i Facti

(October 1993, n.41, p.6), ' the gap between highest wages and the minimal wage

reaches now 20 and even more times'. I can add that according labour statistics and

surveys male labour is paid in Russia considerably better than the female one; a top

managers of the state enterprises, specialist working in bank and credit organisations

have the highest wages (excluding the wages of the staff working in the private

sector and in joint ventures). The average inflation rate in 1993 was at least about

196 per day (according to the statement of well-known economist G.Yavlinsky).

4. In the fall 1991 soon after the failure of the coup in a populaz newspaper Izvestia

one could read the statement: "it is still uncleaz once the dust settled who and what

this revolution was for". Here aze the results of survey carried out by the Indepen-
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dent Institute of Sociology of Parliamentarism in Moscow in January 28, 1993

(sample size was 1000 persons): 38 per cent of those interviewed hesitated to answer

on the question " For the benefit of whom are current power in Russia acting?", but

349b were sure that authorities were acting "for their own benefits and aims", 6~ --

"for the benefit of the rich, of businessmen", 59'0 -"for mafia" (criminal structures),

596 -"for nobody", 996 -- " for the aim of nation, for everybody" [9J. My under-

standing of the dynamics of public mood and attitudes towards reforms and interpre-

tation of the results of our 1989-1993 years' surveys, based on a concept of absolute

and relative deprivation, is presented in a number of publications [10]).
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Table 1. Most urgent problems of Russia'

ITEMS 1991 1992 1993 1993

August February March June

Growth of prises 69b 62 84 81

Shoratage of goods 56 50 28 24

Criminality growth 28 37 64 64

Growth of unemployment --c 22 30 29

Sharpening of ethnic relationship 14 22 20 17

Crisis of morality and culture 16 22 25 29

Weakness of state authority 20 21 33 27

Crisis ín economy, slump of production

in industry and rural sector -- -- 45 40

Worsening of ecology 19 15 29 32

Threat of military dictatorship 5 6 4 4

Conflicts among the state leadership -- -- 30 21

Armed conflicts near the Russia's borders -- -- 12 14

Loss of social justice -- -- 7 8

Failure of socialist ideas 5 3 -- --

Possibility of the collapse of the USSR 14 -- -- --

Break of economic links

among soviet republics -- 13 -- --
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note: Data drawn from the Russian (former All Union) Centre for Public C~pinion Research

(VCIOM) surveys of adult population of the USSR (1991) and Russia (1992,1993) reports,

published in Moscow News (September 22, 1991, p.5), Nezavisimaya Gazeta (March 7,

1992, p.2) and in the Bulletin of Information of VCIOM `Economic and Social Changes. The
Monitoring of Public Opinion' (August 1993, v.4,pp.60-61). Sample size of the February
1992 survey was 1635 respondents, the March 1993 poll - 3990, the June 1993 poll - 3918.
a: The question reads, "Which problems of our society disturb you mostof all?" or "What

are the most urgent problems in our country?" Each respondent could choose several

problems therefore totals are more than 100. b: Data in this column are drawn from the All-

Union survey. No information about the sample design and the sample size in the mentioned

source. c: No data in the above mentioned sources.
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Table 2. Retrospective evaluations of personal attitude towards reforms.

Dynamics of responses on the question "If in 1985 you had known what would happen in

1990s (please, keep in mind the current situation too) and what the results of the started

reforms (Perestroika) would be like, would you have supported them or not?", (3'0)

Years Yes No Not sure

February 1991 40 35 25

April 1992 36 46 18

May 1993 40 42 18

Note: Data is drawn from the mail surveys of adult urban population of Russia, carrieà out

by the Institute of Socio-political Research of Russian Academy of Sciences (N,~, - 873;

N,~,-1167; N,~ -1172).
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Table 3. A split of views regarding economic reform , June 1993 (9'0)

ITEMS General Source Source Below 29 30-54 55 and Univer- College
popula- of of years old years old more sity andlor
tion income: income: years old degree ' school '

wages private
business

Attitude to a free market
economy 6
Favour economic system 34.2 30.1 15.0 19.6 31.5 51.2 22.4 28.7
based on state planning
Favour economic system 39.4 44.5 80.4 60.9 40.5 18.9 b 1.5 46.2
based on market relations
Attitude to private
entrepreneurship `
Positive 54.4 60.3 84.1 74.5 56.3 33.6 74.5 62.9
Negative 28.4 24.8 6.5 15.8 26.3 43.2 14.6 24.3

Attitude to privatisation d
Privatisation is helping 28.4 31.8 51.4 41.1 30.2 14.3 39.6 33.0
Russia to go out of the
crisis
Privatisation is just aggra- 25. l 22.2 12.1 16.8 22.2 37.2 21.4 20.6
vating crisis
I'll gain of privatisation ` 17.4 19.3 37.4 29.6 16.3 8.7 25.5 19.6
I'll lose of privatisation 27.6 27.1 12.1 20.4 27.3 34.2 22.9 25.9
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Notes: Data drawn from the Russian Center for Public Opinion Research survey carried out

in June 1993, N- 1993 (the Bulletin of Information Economic and Social Changes. The

Monitoring of Public opinion". August 1993,v.4). a. Data in this column is percentage of

responses of the working population; b. The question reads, "In your opinion, what

economic system is better: the one based on state planning or the one based on market

relations?" c The question reads, "What is your general attitude towards the development of

private entrepreneurship in Russia?" d. The question reads, "Do you think that privatisation

is helping Russia out of the economic crisis or, on the contrary, is just aggravating it?" The

question reads, "Do you think that you personally will win or lose as a result of state

property's privatisation?" The "pro-reform" items are shown in bold.
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Table 4. Evaluations of the privatisation politics, June 1993 (9'0)

17'EMS General Rural Workers a Busi- Profes- Ages 30-54 55 and
popula- villagers nessmen sionals a below years old more-
tion a 29 years

old

Privatisation should be going 39.5 33.5 39.3 84.4 49.0 54.3 40.0 25.8
on b

Privatisation should be 29.3 36.2 29.6 6.7 23.8 21.3 28.6 37.5
halted "

No precise opinion 6 31.2 30.3 31.1 8.9 27.2 24.4 31.4 36.7

The major part of enterprises 73.2 ---- 76.4 80.0 84.6 66.7 82.8 78.2
will become property of a
small number of people `

The major part of enterprises 10.5 ---- 9.7 8.9 8.7 8.5 9.9 10.4
will become property of the
wide strata of population `

Actual situation is quite 20.1 ---- 15,7 17.8 21.1 23.3 17.6 2.2
favourable for development
of the private
entrepreneurship d
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Notes: Data drawn from the Russian Center for Public Opinion Research survey carried out

in June 1993, N- 1993 (the Bulletin of Information Economic and Social Changes. The

Monitoring of Public opinion". August 1993,v.4).

' Data in this column is percentage of responses of the working population;

" The question reads, "Should privatisation of state-owned enterprises be continued or

stopped?"

` The question reads, "Do you think that as a result of privatisation the major part of

enterprises will become property of the wide strata of population or of a small number of

peapl e~ "

d The question reads, "In your opinion, how favourable is actual situation in Russia for

development of private entrepreneurship?"

The "anti-reform" item is shown in bold.
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Table 5. Evaluations of the "shock therapy" politics, April 1992, April- May 1993, (9'0)

ITEMS

Urban

popu-

lation

Men Women Pensioners [ndustrial

Workers

Business-

men

Technical

intelligent-

sia

Humanitarian

intelligentsia

Students The

military,

police

Liberalisation of

prises is helping

Russia out of crisis

1992 14 16 10 11 14 12 11 16 27 15
1993 11 11 10 10 11 19 8 12 16 19

The rise of prices

is not helping

Russia out of crisis

1992 67 72 67 80 65 56 79 65 47 73
1993 66 69 64 70 69 54 71 57 53 62

Note: Data is drawn from the mail surveys of adult urban population of Russia, carried out by the Institute of Socio-political Research of Russian

Academy of Sciences (N,~-1167; N,~,-1172, margin of error - 3R'o). The "pro-reformist" responses to this item is shown in bold.
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Table 6. Preferences for Government Social Guarantees based on Egalitarian Norms

(percentage of respondents agreeing with the following statements)

ITEMS Urban Men Women University College andl Workers Business- The military, Pensioners
population degree or school men police

The government should 86 85 87 89 83 88 73 91 82
guarantee minimal
income

The government should 74 70 78 69 77 75 16 62 85
try to reduce the differ-
ences between incomes
of rich and poor people

The government should 64 58 71 54 70 68 23 67 77
guarantee job and good
living

The government should 77 73 82 65 84 83 27 62 90
control prices

Note: Data is drawn from the mail surveys of ault urban population of Russia, carried out by the Institute of Socio-political Research of Russian
Academy of Sciences in May 1993 (N-1172).
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Table 7. Evaluations of reforms implementation, June 1993 (~o)

ITEMS General Rural Workers a Busi- Pro- Ages 30-54 55 and
popu- villagers nessmen a fessio- below years old more
lation nals a 29 years

old

The reform is carried out 6.1 i 4.9 5.2 22.2 7.7 7.9 5.7 5.3
properly b

The reform needs some 36.5 29.1 38.6 57.8 46.0 42.9 41.8 22.3
amendments

The reform should be 20.6 16.1 22.3 13.3 24.8 18.4 21.6 21.1
carried out differently in
principle

The reform should be 19.4 27.8 18.5 2.2 9.7 13.4 16.3 29.9
stoppe~i and we must return
to the pre-1985 point

Notes: Data drawn from the Russian Center for Public Opinion Research survey carried out in June 1993, N- 1993 (the Bulletin of Information

Economic and Social Changes. The Monitoring of Public opinion". August 1993,v.4).

a Data in this column is percentage of responses of the working population;

" The question reads, "Do you think that the economic reform in Russia is being realised properly?"

The "anti-reform" item is shown in bold.
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Table 8. Confidence in institutions (percentage of respondents having 'quite a lot' confidence in institution mentioned a, Russia, June 1993).

ITEMS General Ages below 29 30-54 years old 55 and more University b College and school

Congress of People's 8.8 5.1 7.0 15.2 4.7 5.2

Supreme Soviet of Russia

President of Russia

Government of Russia

Constitutional Court

Regional Authorities

Local Authorities l 1.7 1 l. l 9.9 15.4 ] 0.9 10.9

Army 38.9 32.0 36.2 49.6 25.5 36.2

Security Service 20.2 16.4 18.5 26.4 14.6 17.9

Militia, court, prosecutor

Trade Unions 13.3 9.5 11.6 19.6 9.4 10.8

Church

Press,TV,radio

48.0

26.0

42.9

24.9

45.6

22.5

56.6

32.7

33.9

16.1

45.2

23.2
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Note: Data drawn from the report of the Russian Centre for Public Opinion Research

(VCIOM) survey of adult population of Russia, carried out in June 1993 (N - 1993),

published in the Bulletin of Inforniation of VCIOM `Economic and Social Changes. The

Monitoring of Public Opinion' (August 1993, v.4, pp.47-48, 56-57).' The question reads,"In

your opinion, how much confidence do the following state bodies and social institutions

deserve?" with the following responses wording: 'quite a lot','not very much','none at all',

'hesitated to answer', ' no answer'.b' University' - a label of the highest educational group of

respondents with University Degree or equal level institution's Diploma and those who

passed 3-4 years at the University with out defeating Degree.
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Table 9. Evaluations of the pace of transformation - April 1992, April- May 1993, (9'0)

Urban Men Women Pensioners Industrial Business- Technical Humanitar- Students The mili-

ITEMS population Workers men intelli- ian intelli- tary,

gentsia gentsia police

Yeltsin is awfully

hurrying on with

reforms

Agree

1992 39 40 36 59 36 8 38 32 23 24
1993 36 36 36 46 43 13 33 14 26 24

Uncertain ("Can't

say precisely",
etc. )

1992 23 18 27 18 27 8 18 l7 31 17
1993 23 20 27 26 26 8 19 25 38 20

Disagree

1992 38 42 37 23 37 84 44 51 46 59
1993 41 44 37 28 31 79 48 61 36 66

Note: Data is drawn tirom the mail surveys of adult urban population of Russia, carried out by the Institute of Socio-political Kesearch ot Kussian
Academy of Sciences (N,~-1167; N,~,-1172, margin of error - 39'0). The "pro-reformist" responses to these item is shown in bold.
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Table 10. Dynamics of expectations', (9'a)

Answer
October May February April May

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Yes, in a short
time (1-2 years) 10 3 3 10 12
Yes, till 1995 15 10 12 14 11
Yes, till 2000 13 16 17 13 12

I hope, but sure
it will take
much more time 31 41 35 26 27

I am afraid I
will not be alive
at that time 14 21 23 27 28

I don't know 17 9 10 10 10

Note: Data is drawn from the mail surveys of adult urban population of Russia, carried out by the Institute of Socio-political Research of Russian
Academy of Sciences (N,~ -1367; N,~ - 1074; N,~, - 873;N,~-1167; N,~,-1172).
' The question reads,"Are you expecting any positive changes in your life?"
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0 IO f0 i0 100
In~e~n~

(thous~nds roubl~s p~r n~onM p~r 1 ni~eb~r ef fa~n~I)

20

Fig. l. Wage and income differention in Russia, May 1993.

Note: Data drawn from a mail survey of adilt urban population of Russia, carried out by ISPR RAS in May 1993 (sample - 1172 , margin of
error -3 ~ ).
Legend: Minimal wage - 4275 roubles (official information , April-May 1993).
Living minimum wage - about 13.000 roubles ( Russian Ministry of Labour , May 1993).
Poverty level (physiological minimum) - 13.104 roubles (Moscow Trade Union Federation, May 1993)
Social minimum - about 37.000-38.000 rouble.s , including expenses on food products - around 16.000 roubles (Moscow Trade Union
Federation, May 1993).
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Leqend to Fiq.2

List of variables.

1. Army is outside the politics. (Army)
2. We should proceed with atomic power plants construction (Kore
nuclear power)
3. Any territorial claims to Russia should be rejected.
(Territorial claims)
4. Our country won't be able to overcome the crisis without forei
aid (Foreiqn aid)
5. The e~cpenses on the social programmes should be reduced(Contra
social proqrammes)
6. We cannot expect too much of our scientists (Science)
7. CIS will split soon (CI8 ~ill split)
8. The split of Russia for separate territories and republics is
inevitable (Russia's split)
9. God exists. ( God eYists)
l0. Zt is very good that now in our cour.try industrious people al
can become rich ( OlC to qet rich)
11. Most people could be trusted (Trust people)
12. Russia is not a country of poor educated people due to
communists (History)
13. Russia could become West's colony(Independence)
14. Reformers standing for market and democracy of Western mode
don't understand Russia's specifics (Reformers)
15. The anniversary of the Great October Social Revolution shoulc
be celebrated as all people's festival (Revolution )
16. We should continue the process of disarmament (Disarmament)
17. It is necessary to re-establish he former Union (OSSR)
18. Orthodoxy should become the state religion of Russia as it w~
under tsar (Orthodolcy)
19. Yeltsin is hurrying on with the reforms (Reform'a pace)
20. Crimea and other former Russian territories should be returnE
to Russia. (Great Russia)
21. The Kuril islands should be returned to Japan (1Curila )
22. Russia should help Serbs in Yugoslavia (Serbs)
23. The force should be used against separatist's regions, named
themselves independent, in order to safeguard the integrity of
Russia (Separatism)
24. Russian army should intervene into armed conflicts on the
territory of the CIS in order to stop bloodshed ( Intervention)
25. Russia should use force for protection the civil rights of
Russian-speaking people in former Soviet republic (Protection)
26. Russian troops should go home from the "hot points" of the C.
(Neutrality)
27. Russian foreign politics is conducted under US supervision
(IISA)
28. Russia has betrayed Iraq (ally) during the Golf war (Iraq)
29. Politicians are not interesting what people like me thinks
(Politicians)
30. Multy-party system is a power of democracy ( Pluralism)
31. Nowadays many people abuse their right to strike. (Btrikes)
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Groups ~rith liberal ana conservative vieWS reqardinq
tha qovernmental politics:

linti-qov-t job quarantee (opponents of the view, "The
government should guarantee job and livinq for everybody")

Aqainst income requlatioa ( opponents of the view, "The
government should try to reduce the differences between
incomes of rich and poor people")

Reduce income differences (supporters of the view, "The
government should try to reduce the differences between
incomes of rich and poor people") (supporters of the view,
"the government should try to reduce the differences between
incomes of rich and poor people")
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Groups With different evaluations of reforms:
Pro-reforas (positive reaponae on the queation "If in 1985 you had

known what would happen in 1990a (pleaee, keep in mind the current
aituation too) and what the resulta of the etarted reforma (Pereatroika)
would be like, would you have supported them or not?")

Uacartaia (those who anawered "Not aure" on the queation "If in
1985 you had known what would happen in 1990a (pleaee, keep in mind the
current aituation too) and what the reaulta of the atarted reforma
(Pereatroika) would be like, would you have supported them or not?")

Contra-reforsfs (neqative responee on the queation "if in 1985 you
had known what would happen in 1990a (pleaee, keep in mind the current
situation too) and what the resulta of the atarted reforma (Perestroika)
would be like, would you have supported them or not?")

Pro-governaeat (reapondenta disaqreed with the atatement,
"Reformera atandinq for market and democracy of Weatern model, don't
underetand Rusaia's apecifics".)
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Siqh pace (respondents aqreed with the statement "Yeltein is
awfully hurryinq on with reforme")

O1C to qet rich (respondents agreed with the statement "It is veryqood that now in our country industrious people also can become rich".
Coatra social proqrasv,es (respondents aqreed with the etatement "

The expensea on the socia~ proqrammee should be reduced".)
lree prices (respondents disaqreed with the statament" The

authorities ahould control the prices of goods and services".)

)
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Groups Mith different e~cpectations on future:
Optimists (respondents expecting positive changes in

their life by the year 2000)
Pessimists (respondents that said ,"I am afraid I'll

not be alive at that time", on the question"Are you
expecting any positive changes in your life?
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Pro-Cosfsiunist (respondente eager to vote for Russian Communiat

Workers Party candidates ).
Pro-Dasiocrats (respondents eager to vote for "Democratic Ruseia"

candidatea )
Pro-DasiChoica (reapondents eaqer to vote for "Democratic Choice"

candidates ).
Pro-natioaalist (reapondent eager to vote for National Salvation

Front candidatee)
Pro -Stalinist (respondent eaqer to vote for orthodox communists-

Staliniste group' candidates).
Pro-LDP (respondent eager to vote fo the Liberal-Democratic Party

candidatea).
Pro-qreen (reapondent eaqer to vote for candidates of "qreene")
Pro-entrepreaeurs partp (reapondenta eaqer to vote for candidates

of the Party for Economic Liberty)
Pro-farsiers party (reapondenta eager to vote for candidates of the

Peaeants Party)
Pro- Yeltsin (respondents eager to vote for Yeltsin as a candidate

on the next presidential elections)
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Community's qroups:
Residents of small totrns (population sizes are in the

range 2.000 - 100.000 people)
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settlements with the size of population less than 2000
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l~io CIS split (reepondente disagreed with the statement, "CIS will

break soon")
CIS split (reepondents aqreed with the etatement, "CIS will break

soon")
Loss of ind~pead~ac~ (reepondents aqreed with the statement "Ruseia

could become Weet's colony")
Pro-R~volutioa (respondente aqreed with the statement ,"The

anniversary o.'. the Great October Social Revolution (1917) should be
celebrated ae all people's festival ")

Pro-USSR (respondente aqreed with the etatement "It is neceseary
to re-establish the former Union.")

lio Russia's split (respondente disagreed with the atatement," The
eplit of Ruseia for separate territoriee and republica ie inevitable")

Russia's split (reepondente aqreed with the statement, " The split
of Ruaeia for eeparate territories and republics ie inevitable")
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Protest proneness qroups (protest proness was measured
as the willingness to engage in protest activities in order
to protect their interests and rights):

Patitions ( reepondente desplayed the willinqnes to take part in
gatherinq signs on petitione)

Ralli~s (respondents desplayed the willinqnea to take part in
meetinge and demonetrations)

áopcotts ( respondents desplayed the willinqnes to take part in
civil desobeince actione such as repudation of taxes and boycotts)

Strik~s (respondents desplayed the willinqnee to take part in
strikes)

Occupy buildings, blocad~ roads (reepondents desplayed the
willinqnea to take part in occupyinq buildinga, bloca3e of roads, etc)

llrsi~d r~snst~ac~ ( respondents desplayed the willinqnea to take part
in armed resietance)
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